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Jamie Christopherson - Composer for Film/TV/Games

Video Game Credits (select):

Film / TV Credits (select):

Contact me with questions: kmpozr@gmail.com

Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance (Konami)
Fortnite (Epic Games)
Total War: Warhammer II (Creative Assembly)
Dead Rising 4 (Capcom)
Lord of the Rings: The Battle for Middle Earth (EA)
Lost Planet 1 & 2 (Capcom)
Spiderman: Web of Shadows (Activision

Homeland (Showtime) *additional music
Ray Donovan (Showtime) *additional music
Revolution (NBC) *additional music
Bennett’s War (Feature Film)
The Ride (Feature Film)



Traditional       vs.            Modern Media

Films / TV

● Linear storytelling
● The audience is “watching”
● Music only plays 1x
● User can’t change music
● You know exactly how / when 

the listener will hear music

Video Games / VR / AR

● Linear or adaptive storytelling
● The audience is “playing”
● Music can play in many ways
● User can lower or mute music
● Music can get repetitive and 

boring for the listener



The BIG difference between film/tv and game music
FILMS GAMES

Linear music / always the same
Even if it’s a Christopher Nolan film 
with crazy dreams within dreams and 
altering timelines, the film and music 
play back in same order every time

Adaptive music / changing
Imagine a Christopher Nolan 
movie x100 and that just begins to 
scratch the surface on what is 
possible with adaptive music



Early versions of adaptive game music
Super Mario Bros. (Nintendo, 1985)

Music by Koji Kondo

Pieces of music: 6

Length of music: 10 or so minutes

Instruments: Bleeps and bloops

Playback Engine: Internal MIDI

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLl9XBg7wSs


Modern versions of adaptive game music
Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance (Konami, 2013)

Music by Jamie Christopherson

Pieces of music: 100 or so

Length of music: 200 minutes (not including stems)

Instruments: Heavy metal / full orchestra / vocals

Playback Engine: Wwise Audio Engine



What does adaptive / interactive music mean?
Simply put, adaptive music is music that changes based on the state of the 
gameplay and/or the player. It is an interactive experience.

● Mario completes the level and music changes to triumphant
● You get closer to the end boss and the music gets more and more intense
● In a western game, you enter the saloon and shoot the piano player
● Entering a town in a fantasy game and you hear the town theme music play. 

But later in the game you enter the same town and it plays a dark version
● The BEST adaptive music is music that changes continually to give the player 

an amazing cinematic and emotional connection to the game, and no matter 
what the player does in the game, the music reacts accordingly to make their 
experience personalized and immersive.



Case Study: Metal Gear Rising
#rulesofnaturegoeswitheverything

The original song “Rules of Nature” is 
only about 2 minutes long. But 
everything we sent to the client in 
“stems” (drums, vocals, synths, etc.) and 
they internally created an adaptive 
version of the song in the game engine.

Starts with an intro, then into the main 
loop (no vocals). As you do well and get 
to a certain point, the vocals kick in with 
“Rules of Nature” and then from there 
you are on a rail shooter until the big 
finale and end of the scene.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RypphRK14t8


Game Audio Engines
Game audio engines are what make adaptive music work. They are very complex.

Examples: Wwise, FMOD, Unreal Audio Engine, Proprietary



Super Mario Bros. example:

Main theme Level finish

Jump on 
flagpole 
trigger

looping plays 1x



Metal Gear Rising example:

High Intensity

Big finale section

Enter final 
stages of battle

Looping / cross fading

Medium Intensity

Low Intensity

Transition music

Looping

Beat boss !!! 
F##%ck yeah!!

Player dies :(

Triggers at any time

Kill boss!



Adaptive Mixing - “Intensity” Levels / Stems

HIGH INTENSITY

MID INTENSITY

LOW INTENSITY



Can “Traditional Media” be more interactive?
Case in point: BLACK MIRROR: BANDERSNATCH (Netflix 2018)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=09EhuGtK6xY


QUESTIONS?
(bonus coins to those who ask!)


